
Installing the wall ladder and the guard-rails
The ladder elements are 2,9 metres long. Attach the ladder to the wall at the roof ladder, using M80x30 bolts, M8 fender 
washers and M8 nuts. The delivery includes required amount of ladder elements, according to the height of the silo, fit-
ting boxes (1 / element) and the upper exit rails to be installed at the upper end of the ladder. 

Begin dimensioning the ladder by placing the topmost rung near at the edge of the silo roof. NOTE! Cut off possible 
excess length from the lowermost ladder element.

Note: See "Location of landings" with dimensioned position of the top ladder. It is important that the top ladder is posi-
tioned precisely to fit the roof ladder and landings.

Fig. 1: Parts for wall ladder and guard-rails (optional).

UPPER EXIT RAIL
A76253; 2pcs.

PACKAGE OF BACK-RAILS 
A76250
The number of packages
in accordance with the height of 
the silo

(incl. the parts marked **)

GUARD-ARC PACKAGE 
A76249
The number of packages
in accordance with the height of the 
silo

(incl. the parts marked ***)

LADDER CLAMP B (*)
A76235, 4pcs.

GUARD-ARC (***) 
A76228, 4pcs.

BACK-RAIL 1,5m (**) 
A76229, 14pcs.

HEXAGON BOLT
M8x16 (***) 
101810, 32pcs.

GUARD-ARC FASTENER (***)
 
A76230, 8pcs.

LADDER CLAMP A (*)
A76234, 4pcs.

NUT M8 (*) 110540, 
32pcs.

NUT
M8 (***) 
110540, 32pcs.

HEXAGON BOLT 
M8x16 (*) 
101810, 28pcs:

LOCK BOLT 
M8x25 (*) 
107902 (28 
pcs)

NYLOC 
NUT M8(***) 
110790, 28pcs.

LADDER ELEMENT 2,9m
A76224, amount in accordance
with height

LADDER FITTING PACKAGE
A76251
Amount of packages
1 / ladder element

(incl. the parts with *)



Installing the guard-arcs and the guard-rails (optional)
The guard-rails must be assembled at a height where the uppermost guard-arc comes at the upper ends of the 
upper exit rails. 

At the lower end of the ladder, the guard-rails extend to the height of 2,2 -3 m from the ground. 

Fig. 2: Assembly instructions for wall ladder and guard-rails (optional).

Fix the uppermost guard-arc to the upper
end of the upper exit rails.

Thread the guard-arc fastener A76230 
through the installation cut-out in the 
upper guide. 

Upper exit rails

Fix the ladder to the wall using 
M8x30 hexagon bolts and nuts.

Place the M8 fender washer inside 
the silo wall.

M8x16
+ nut M8

M8x16
+ nut M8

Place the uppermost rung at 
the edge of the silo roof.

The vertical distance between the ladder
clamp pairs should be 1500mm

Equalise the distance between the lower
pairs of ladder clamps so that the lower
edge of the ladder will be well supported..

If the lowest ladder element is too long, 
cut off
the excess length.

Place the uppermost ladder clamp pair below the uppermost rung, 
under the upper rails.

Lap over the ends of the back-
arc by about 40mm. Attach 
the ends by just one bolt.

As required, overlap the 
lowest back-rails by about 
765mm.

Install the lowest guard-arc at a height 
of 2.2– 3m from the lower end of the 
ladder. Use the
original holes in the back-rails.

Join up the ladder elements using the 
extension part A76232. Fix the joint us-
ing M8x16 bolts, 6 pcs/joint. The joining 
part and the bolts are included in the 
accessory package.

M8x16
+ nut M8



Location of the landings

Fig. 3.

For location of the landings a reference has been made to the standard SFS-EN ISO 14122-4

1 Exiting area
2 Entering area
3 Intermeadiate platform or landing
4 Run of ladder

Fig. 3a Without landing,
ladder
(solid run of ladder)

Fig.3b  Ladder with discontinued
run

Hmax = 10000mm hmax = 6000mm

Cut the back-
rails below
the landing

Roof 
hatch

Vertical 
support

Vertical support

Top
wall element

Install the uppermost guard-arc about 
100 mm below the bottom of the landing

Positioning the top ladder element

In case the assembly includes 
landings, the ladder clamps shall 
be turned behind the ladder


